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problems this year with increased
expenses from unclarified bills.
According to Arch Rodgers,
I.S.A. President, sections are
responsible
'
for paying
"
damage bills
and replacement costs. In a sense you
could say we are scapegoats (for
damages) because we are easily
identifiable," he said.
"f damage is jn a residential hall.
the residence hall staff determines who 'Wooster
"We live there, so we should be Phi Omega Sigma section. According
responsible, but there aren't any to
specific guidelines we are told to Section President Paul Savage, an
follow there have been a few surprises entire bathroom stall replaced last April
(bills), " Rodgers said. cost the section an estimated $548.
According to The College of "The cleaning staff said it was
residential sections broken m one day, but actually it was
. . . ,. j trifiMhe interviewed, maintenance procedures over a period ouu-waay- s. ine wnoie mu
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Investigation: Sections and Clubs, Unfair
Service Charges
Julie Budden Sections and clubs react with mixed emotions about excessive waste
Campus news writer, The Wooster Voice
Disputes over maintenance billing get a bill for $200 dollars plus labor
proceedures have caused some sections
and charge
Students , has been working with the
Omegas and the administration since
last spring to reach an agreement.
"The students say it's unfair and
think it (the charge) is excessive, but at
some point they win have to pay if
they want group housing for next year.
(the Omegas) is a rare.TZZZZXZ: VSZTZSZZTi' needtobejusorclarifbut stall was leingto one side palunclS bills nidto be explained, will be charged," said Ken PmurueHec most -- 8 LIS -
"Students have ff,the right ,oto
he said. "More often than Dean of Students."-- 1 dont see the oaoie againsi ine J"uultI" '
.. , .rru m a, .neoo-t- s: thev siened" the have the school listen to their side Savage said. "It is our word against
"3Passsss "
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Songwriter Don McLean will perform November 15th at McGaw
Chapel at The College of Wooster. Photo by News Services.
Most noted for "American Pie" and "Vincent1
By News Services
The music has not died. After ten
albums and international tours that
have made him a music legend around
the world. Don McLean, folks inger,
rock 'n' roller and social commentator,
'is stiU belting out his songs.
McLean win perform November IS
at 8 pjn. in The CoUege of Wooster's
McGaw Chapel on University Street,
between Beall Avenue and Bever Street.
Tickets may be purchased at the
campus' Lowry Center front desk. If
any remain, they will be sold at the
door the night of the performance.
Tickets are $6.50 for the public.
In 1971 McLean vaulted onto the
pop charts with "American Pie," a
poetic ballad about the American
culture in the free-spirit- ed 1950s and
turbulent 60s. The eight and one-ha- lf
minute song, which defied Top 40
radio's stringent three-minu- te limit,
turned McLean into an overnight media
phenomenon and launched his
international singing career.
"American Pie" became McLean's first
gold single, and today it is a perennial
favorite on radio's all-ti- me ToplO lists.
In interviews. McLean refuses to reveal
what incidents and people the song
makes reference to, which compounds
"American Pie's" mystique. "I knew I
had written something great" says
McLean.
Other McLean hit singles include
"Vincent," a ballad to the artist
Vincent Van Gogh that is played daily
at the Van Gogh Musuem in
Amsterdam; "Castles in the Air." "So
Long Hopalong Cassidy," "Crying,"
i auesaon it. out me college nas we ,
. """re . . j i : .. e-..- ,; . v-- v ,.n " npht to maintain its pronertv the
needed as to what exactly we (the housing contrm and are responsive tor wa- cn- . "
.LrrT College isn't doin me dam.,"sections) get charged for," Rodgers said, the actions and damage in their area,'
"We think we are doing fine, men well he said.
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One "surprise" occurred in the hall staff and Assistant Dean of
Songwriter Don McLean To Give
Concert At Mceaw
and "And I Love You, " a McLean
song sung by Perry Como. In 1973
Como's version of the song won a
Grammy, beating out "Killing Me
Softly" written by Lori Lieberman after
she had heard a McLean performance.
McLean has 12 gold singles, 25
gold albums and 10 platinum albums
from countries around the globe.
Between 1969 and 1983 he released ten
albums including "Tapestry" (1969),
"American Pie" (1971). "Chain
Lightning" (1981), and "Believers"
(1981). In 1982 he completed a
sold-o- ut tour of 16 countries and more
than 100 cities, receiving gold and
platinum albums for "The Very Best of
Don McLean" in Australia, England
and New Zealand.
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Religious pressure
Vonnegut and the World
American values vs.
A Social Critic or The Church's
Worst Enemy
By David A. Dean
Editor-in-Chie- f, The Wooster Voice
"Mr. Vonnegut, this is not a question, but rather a thanks, because your writing
has done more for me than any congregation has."
Unknown addressee
Vonnegut lecture
At this point in time I'm not really sure how to take the lecture given by
social critic and novelist Kurt Vonnegut. Some have said that perhaps his lecture
was one of the best in the last decade while others quipped that his strong
language and atheistic philosophy were too strong for the gentle of heart or
Christian jn orientation. In any case I still remain undecided.
However, I found the remark by the unknown gentleman one of great interest
since I feel it reflects not just a minority of dissatisfied church goers but of a
new wave of Christians who find spiritual solace from such anti-Christi- an
writers as Vonnegut. After all, if Christianity is riot touching the hearts and
souls of the "lost flock" then something fundamentally wrong has occurred.
The Christian Church as you and I know it must change. The Church ( and I
use the term "Church" universally ( V, Catholic and Protestant) must address
that minority, which is growing everyday, of individuals who feel either
. ostracized or rejected from the "community " of the Christian family. Their
rejection has either taken the form of verbal attacks or, even worse, silent
rejection. In the Christian Church today the emphasis of love and acceptance has
become a political battleground for various faction who attempt to control the
religious dogma.
In the Catholic Church just last week the Vatican pronounced to its bishops
that homosexual toleration is no longer permitted. Cardinal Ratzinger, the
caretaker of Catholic ethics and morality, decided that gay rights and the freedom
' of expression was no longer tolerated in the Church and that only by chaste
living or treatment could the"mental disease" called homosexuality be cured.
In other various denominations, groups like Pro-Choi- oe, Sanctuary supporters,
and Christians for Nicarguans the Church has made harsh and often excessive
decrees forbidding such activity to continue. Individuals are excluded from church
activities and offices and oftentimes the measures are so severe that flocks of
individuals have left the Church.
The Church of Jesus Christ has become a church for the very select.
Parishioners come in their fine mink coats and their morals to match. They
leave the church and its message behind. I& not a new problem for the Church,
but it's one that's growing. Jesus preached that love and acceptance were
fundamental for a unified community in His name. When he bent down to pick
up the undesired Mary Magdalene he showed that love and acceptance knew no
bounds. He showed that even the lowest caste in society was granted the love of
the highest.
The Church in America and the world has lost the message of Jesus Christ
and replaced it with rejection and scorn for that which appears undesireable and
unwanted. In a society which is reaching out for something to accept, social
institutions outside the church aire becoming very popular. If the church
continues on its present course it can only expect rejection and loss of
membership. If the Church truly believes in the message of Christ it must first
extend its arm of peace and acceptance. Would Jesus Christ be a welcome visitor
at your church? I think not.
COUfSE PBSS
Letters to
the Editor
Dear Editor
How many times have you asked
yourself or friends what is happening
on a weekend night? Maybe you want
to "do" something. ...not just sit in a
movie or shoot pool. At the same
time you are not in the mood to go to a
section party that is apt to be
overcrowded with people spilling beer
on you or blowing smoke at you.
You ar suddenly faced with a dilema
and possibly a lousy weekend, right?
Not at all. In the basement of
Kitteridge underneath the striped
canopy is just what you've been
yaerning for: aplace that's clean,
inexpensive and fun Ichabod's. It
rocks every Friday and Saturday night
from ten 'til two with the DJ"s playing
the songs you want to hear. Ichabod's
is here for the campus. Unfortunately,
some people are not willing to give
their new campus hang-o- ut a chance.
" Last spring, along with many other
schools in Ohio, the College of
Wooster lost its liability insurance.
Because of this, Ichabod's was forced to
go dry. The decision tp renovate and
change the image of Ichabod's was
made, and work began. The barn skiing
was stripped; the heavey varnished
benches and cable-spo- ol tables were
auctioned off and years of scum was
cleaned from the walls and comers.
The face of the new Ichabod's soon
began to take shape. Now it is
brighter, more spacious and far from
completed. Sure it seems kind of bare.
The blue racing stripe added to the wall
opposite the bar two weeks ago is
going to be extended to the adjacent
walls. Pictures of campus activities
have to be decided upon, developed and
framed. Video games and a large screen
T.V. will hopefully be added this year.
The ticket booth is going to be rebuilt.
The stairwell (which has only primer
on it presently) needs painting, and we
need water fountain attachments.
Unfortunately, the service building is
in charge of maintenance for the entire
"&b7
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campus and cannot dedicate all of their
time to Ich's. This just means we
may have something new every time
you come down.
The people who have been to
Ichabod's have had fun and have given
us some good suggestions on how to
improve the place. On the flip side
however, some people formulate
opinions from hearsay or preconceived
ideas of what they expect, instead of
coming down and giving us an
opportunity to prove ourselves. Two
of die chief offenders are Alex Helander
and John Taylor, who started tearing
apart Psuedo-Ichabod- 's the third week
of school, and who haven't stopped
their slandering since. Granted,
Psuedo-Ichabod-
's wasn't the best thing
since sliced bread, but it was not
supposed to be. Its intent was to
provide weekend entertainment and get
the students together, which it did.
John and Alex couldn't comprehend
that and --warned against it at all
costs especially the entrance cost of
twenty-fiv- e cents. As if that weren't
enough, Mr. Taylor and Mr. Helander
have decided-- that they don't need to go
to Ichabod's in order to write more
unfounded, opinionated articles. In
fact, I've never seen the writers of
"Weekend Hangout" , at Ichabod's.
Perhaps if one of them had shown up
at opening night they wouldn't have to
pull their feet from their mouths for the
comment that, "to put it mildly, it
was a grand flop." We had over 850
people come through the door opening
night, whereas the largest crowd last
have decided that they don't need to go
to Ichabod's in order to write more
unfounded, opinionated articles.' In
fact, I've never seen the writers of
"Weekend Hangout" at Ichabod's.
Perhaps if one of them had shown up
at opening night they wouldn't have to
pull their feet from their mouths for the
comment that, "to put it mildly, it
was a grand flop." We had over 850
r--
1 people come through the door opening
night, whereas the largest crowd last
year was 700 people. In fact, when
open three nights a week last year, ,
Ichabod's rarely drew more than 900
customers. - Opening night a grand
flop? I think not.
In the latest issue of The Voice,
Johnny and Alex once again used their --
column, that is supposed to provide
students with insight of weekend""'
activities, for an editorial full of cheap t
shots and opinions of Ich's. At least
they redeemed themselves by
enlightening us with news of their
latest find... a cave half an hour from
here wheswe can sit back and watch a
go-g- o dancer...How about it? Maybe I
gave you too much credit all this time.
Your articles do no good and are
directed to a very select audience.
When you're ready to spend some time
at Ichabod's and offer constructive
criticism, well listen intently. Until
that time, we can do without your
weekly attack. The rest of the campus
knows and we're telling you Ichabod's
is the place to be.
Ben Williams
Ichabod's Manager J
Wooster Voice Staff
Sarah Kotchen. Ida Williams. Ted
Silverman, Graham Raymfm, Tad .
Mason. Becky Pickett. Pat Schmitz,
Tony Lathrop, Bob Murphy, John
Taylor, Alex Helander, Beth Ryan,
i Edward Weintraub
Copy editors: Meskerem Gebrekidan,
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Opinion
PAUL'S CORNER:
Paul Savage
Columnist, The Wooster Voice
Well it's been three weeks since
your local "campus conservative'' has
written an article for this glorious
newspaper. I am going to take a
political U-tu- m and be critical of the
policies of the Reagan Administration.
Oh no! Is this a misprint? Can this
be so? Yes it is, and here I go.
On October 21. 1986 a C-1- 30
transport plane was shot down over
northern Nicaragua by Sandinista
soldiers. Two of the plane's occupants
were killed in the crash, but the other
occupant survived. AU three of these
individuals were Americans who were
supporting Nkaraguan resistance forces
(Contras) by transporting arms and
other supplies from air bases in El
Salvador and Honduras to the rebels in
northern Nicaragua. Eugene Hasenfus,
the lone survivor, was captured by
Sandinista forces and is currently on
trial in Nicaragua for espionage. He
faces a prision sentence of up to 30
years.
Ever since the event took place, the
United States government has denied
any involvment with Hasenfus or the
other two Americans. The Reagan
Administration has denied that the three
individuals worked for the Central
Intelligence Agency. The Reagan
Administration says that they were
working for private concerns.
Evidence which shows that Hasenfus
was working for the CIA has piled up
since the shoot-dow- n occurred.
Hasenfus' wife has publicly stated that.
her husband was working for the CIA.
litiiiix'4''xN'xx'x
By Terry Carter
BSA Columnist, The Wooster Voice
Years ago, many college campuses
around the nation began protests
against apartheid in South Africa.
They were making statements against
racism. What I'm saying is, these were
statements or protests of morals. Many
of us feel that slavery is morally
wrong and anything mat reflects such
an institution is wrong as well. I say
many of us because it is very apparent
that all of us do not feel this way since
apartheid is still going on in South
Africa. From my view of history and
my feelings of today, Wooster is a
twentieth century Abraham Lincoln. I
hope you are not getting the wrong
idea, because I am in no way
congratulating the College of Wooster.
I feel that a person's actions are not
justified unless they are done for the
right reasons.
Those of us who truly understand
history know that Linclon did not issue
the Emancipation .Proclamation .
Hasenfus worked for the CIA in
Cambodia, Guatemala and Mexico, and
suddenly in 1985 he was to have
allegedly gone to work for a foundation
in Miami that supports the Contras,
which after research by The
Washington Post, was found not to
exist. Also found on the plane were
documents which would have given the
occupants of the plane clearances to
enter restricted military areas at air
bases in both El Salvador and
Honduras, two strong allies of the
Reagan Administration. Hasenfus has
not publicly acknowleged an
involvment with the CIA, but he has
said that he has met with Vice
President George Bush on a number of
occasions; meetings that the White
House denies ever took place.
The Reagan Administration should
come out and say that the three
individuals in the plane were actually
involved with the CIA. Is the White
House afraid to admit that the CIA is
supporting the Contras in Nicaragua?
President Reagan should come out and
admit that we are at "WAR" with
Nicaragua, fighting through the
Contras. The evidence
overwhelmingly indicates CIA
involvment in the October flight over
Nicaragua. Ronald Reagan, if he had aj
backbone, should admit that the
Americans shot down over Nicaragua
were working for the United States
government, and he should also admit
that we are seriously involved in
Nicaragua.
because of his moral views against
slavery. Sure, he helped to end the
Civil War. but what of the institution
of slavery? I oftentimes wonder, if the
Civil War could have been settled
without the Emancipation
Proclamation, would slavery still exist
in the United States today? What I am
saying is it's great that Wooster has
adopted a plan to remove ' its
investments from South Africa over
three years, but did th:ir decision come
because of the urgency and need to
protest . South Africa's apartheid
regeime. or were they just tired of
hearing a bunch of college students'
cries for divestment.
So much can be achieved in this
world and in the lives of individuals in
decisions are made for the proper
reasons. An act with a true purpose is
indeed a statement, yet an act without a
purpose is useless.
.
Musicians
For Space
By Ted Silverman
As both a student and musician at
the College of Wooster, I feel that the
administration does not support the
freedom of musical expression by
non-mus- ic majors or students who
may want to participate in
extracurricular musical activities on
campus. Evidence of this fact is the
obvious lack of usable practice space
provided by the college. Students
who posess the desire and ability to
form bands are stuck with few
alternatives. They are forced into
cramming their gear into one of the
college's small house basements where
they masocistically suffer from
potential deafness. I have witnessed a
remarkable degree of talent and
enthusiasm among members of the
student body in the expression and
production of popular music. The
atmosphere that the administration
promotes suppresses the potential of a
group of students from enriching the
lives of the larger population. It is
obvious, as stated in section VII of the
code of social responsibility of the
Scot's Key, that "the College must
provide an atmosphere where study and
learning may take place. Therefore,
excessive noise which interferes with
that process cannot be permitted. The
right to quiet for study and sleep
supersedes the privelege of making
noise."
Practicing in a small house
basement or dormitory lounge may
often times verge upon the concept of
noise. The primary motivation of
these "basement bands" is to cultivate
their musical expression to a quality
that would encourage another group of
students to book them. The lack of
support for live musical expression in
an extracurricular form projected by the
administration makes it extremely
difficult to endeavor to practice.
It is difficult to say whether student
bands disrupt the academic atmosphere
of the college. It would be safe to say
that on occasion it has happened.
Some universities and small colleges
have been known to provide practice
areas that fullfill the desires of the
Due to a computer malfunction The Weekend
.
-
Hangout, Men's Soccer
M.mm
and
-
Women's Cross Country w
problems this may cause.
In Search
more musically inclined members of
the community who are not music
majors.
I submit that it would benefit
Wooster 'i student body if the college
made some small provision for those
that presently express the same need.
Those of us who have attended campus
parties with the standard recorded
stand around a keg listening to recorded
music when you could be participating
in and supporting much more
meaningful expressions of musical
ability from your classmates? Perhaps
the Music Center could act as a means
of providing the necessary enviroment
for musicl expression by non-mus- ic
majors. Hopefully this gripe will
attract the attention of those who share
the common compulsion to loudly
express themselves, as well as
members of the administration who
might be able to make the necessary
provision of an environment conducive
to this need.
As a closeted musician I feel
compelled to "express a reality of
campus life at The College of Wooster.
Ones higher education obviously starts
in the classroom but it need not be
limited to it. Cultural enrichment is a
positive element of higher education,
and it can be found to exist throughout
the school community. It is
unfortunate that the administration
suppresses its emergence, for the
ultimate benefit of public, musical
expression is obvious.
musical fare most often find it dull.
Though this is indeed a generalization
founded upon this writers frame of
reference, parties that promote the
activity of student bands usually tend
to rate higher on the scale of
redeemable entertainment value.
Student bands tend to draw larger, more
enthusiastic audiences to campus
parties. With four years of campus
life, weekends play a large part in the
release of academic pressures. As it
stands right now weekend activities
have become a repetitive, monotonous
pattern of ritualistic keg tapping. Why
Page 3
Kristin Helms
Gwi Yeop-So- n
Do you have a great appreciation for
the outdoors? Are you craving outdoor
fun and adventure? If sOj jrou are not
alone. In facVa1 group' of Wooster
students support your very same
desires and feelings. We are the
Outdoor House (Myers House). Our
piugxam involves creating ouiuogr
activities for interested Wooster
students. We also offer the
opportunity for students to become
involved in environmental concerns.
We strongly encourage you to become
involved in our program and to join us
for our activities.
Our program has two different
committees: recycling and recreation.
The recycling committee is working on
a recycling program for the College. In
addition, we work in conjunction with
the Environmental Concerns of
Students program on campus (ECOS).
The recreation committee sponsors day
trips and overnights for any Wooster
students. We have had a successful
Whitewater Rafting overnight in
Pennsylvania and sponsored a day bike
tour around the Wooster area. We also
, , r t M I.nave pians lor iiuurc niung, iuv.
climbing, and cross-count- ry skiing trips
for this year. "
Next year we plan on reviving the
Adirondack Mountain Club Program.
This program involves a two week
orientation trip for incoming freshmen
and other new Woosterites who are
interested in participating. Any present
students who want to become involved
in any of our programs please contact
Myers House, share your ideas, and
join in the fun. Our extension is 2732.
Keep on the lookout for our posters in
Lowry and on other walls around
campus. We are looking forward to
sharing great times with you all in the
future this year at Woo.
Hcvj Ccc!o3
Superintendent of Documents
Washington. D.C. 20402
Travel field position immediately available.
Good commissions, valuable work experience, travel.
and other benefits. Call BiU Ryan (ton free)
1-800-4-
33-7747 for a complete information mailer.
.
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Late Night Musings
CoMltfGr
By Graham Rayman NEXTWEEfc
So there I was. -- incoherent as usual,
at three o'clock in the morning, in a
living room off-campu- s. Next to me
sat Bob. a stranger. Yeah, one of the
stranger people I would ever meet.
Even stranger than...uh, that's another
story. He wore a rumpled,
deteriorating suit coat and faded jeans.
He held an unlit cigarette in his
ever-shaki-ng left hand, and a thin line
of sweat dangled on his upper lip. His
eyes darted back and forth, almost
absurdly, looking for nothing. For a
time he would be quiet. Then without
warning, he'd blurt belligerently. "Are
you looking at me? Are you looking
at me?...(then, with a stunned gasp)
I'm sorry." Most people took one
look and walked away. For some
reason, I wasn't put off. After about an
hour, the room was empty. Only then
did Bob look over to me. "Hey! Do
you have a peanut butter and salmon
salad sandwich I could borrow? My
pel iguana is kind of hungry."
"Uhhh, " I said. "well. no. not
really. But if I did, I'd certainly give it
to you." (And Now A Strange And
Abrupt Transition)
"So, do ya want to hear my life
story?"
"Uhhh. sure. Bob," I said, settling in
for a long evening.
"Well, I've been through 15
therapists since I was sixteen." He got
that faraway look in his eyes, "My first
one was Arnold Zeitgeist. He always
wore immaculate painter's overalls.
His office had two rooms. One was
typical: couch, leather easy-chai- r,
memo pads, pipe tobacco, seltzer
bottles. The other had all kinds of neat
toys: a nerf hoop and ball, Sit-n-Sp- in.
Stuff like that. He would use these
toys to get me into the interrogation
room."
"You were fifteen during all of this?"
"No, twenty-two- ."
Wait a minute, I thought, didn't he
just say...
"Yeah, they all diagnosed me
differently. One guy told me that I was
Borderline-Paranoi- d. He said I was
kind of. almost, possibly afraid that
someone was either out to get me or
would try to sell me a copy of
Madonna's first album. Another one
told me I was Repulsive-Passiv- e. I
hated people who liked me. but was
too lazy to do anything about it. A
third said I had too many animals in
my house, and my problem was
allergenic. During those sessions, I
usually ended up helping him with his
problems. He loved to swim, but
hated water. I told him to imagine
himself as a large glass of drinking
water. He did, and drowned on the
spot. I left quietly, and never again had
the urge to be on the other side of the
couch."
He went on: "A fourth told me I was
Narcissistic-Avoidan- L I loved myself,
but was too shy to ask myself out.
Finally, I got to the point where I
could. But everytime I called, the line
was busy. And everytime I visited, I
wasn't home. In the end I felt bitter
and rejected. Once, I ran into myself
outside my office. We went out for .
drinks, and got into an argument over
who should pay the tab. Myself left,
and later I heard it had moved to
Japan."
And on: "Yet another one told me
that I should go to parties with lots of
intellectuals. At one, you had to go as
your favorite philosopher. I chose
Hegel. I did a lot of reading about
Anti-Thes- is and Synthesis. Ten
minutes after I got there, I was in an
argument with two Socrates, three
Marxesfbrothers all of them), and a
Kierkegaard. That's when the
schizophrenia troubles began. The
next morning I woke up as Socrates. I
stayed that way for five months. I
kept thinking that I was being followed
by a group of accountants holding
steaming glasses of hemlock. Finally I
went to a therapist who used pre-po- st
hypnotic suggestion."
"What's that?" I asked.
"Glad you asked. No I'm not. No
you are. Wait, where am I? Oh I
know. Nevermind. That's where they
hypnotize you before the afternoon
edition of a famous Washington
newspaper is brought to your house."
"Did it work?"
"Well, sort of. I stopped being
Socrates. But, the problem was that I
became other people. For awhile, I
was my own third cousin. Then I went
through a horrible stage where I
changed personalities every time I heardl
a car horn. New York City is not the
best place for this. I had to move to
the country. There, I kept turning into
food. Once, I became a hot dog with
extra sauerkraut at a Yankees game. A
nearsighted, balding, fat man nearly
took a chunk out of my leg.
Fortunately, a foul ball hit him in the
chest, and he dropped me."
"What happened after that?"
"The people around me became me.
Imagine sitting in a room with five of
you, each representing a different
emotion. My angry side nearly
stabbed my pensive side with a hot
poker. I had to leave."
"Why don't you ever light that
cigarette?"
"Are you asking me? Am I asking
you? Is God dead? And more
importantly, what did he say after
Nietzsche died? 1--Tm sorry. The truth
is I love cigarettes, but hate to smoke.
Even worse, I love matches, but hate
fire in any form."
My head was about to explode.
How could anyone have gone through
all that? He must be lying.
"No I'm not! I'm the product of a
broken home."
It was as if he could read my mind.
"Uhhh. I see," I said, understanding
why he was the way he was.
Well, dawn broke. We had talked all
night. The sunbeams coming in
through the windows had a strange
effect on him. He reverted to asking
me if I was looking at him. He must
have apologized six times for crossing
his legs. Suddenly he got up, "Hey!
Do you have that watercress and tire
iron casserole I wanted? Well? Do
you? I've got a rabbit to catch." Then
he left
I staggered home, and slept for a
long time. It was good.
Dance Will Benefit AIDS Research
ISA to sponsor Dance Marathon for AIDS
The International Student Association
(ISA) will sponsor a Dance Marathon
on Friday, November 21 in order to
raise money for AIDS research. This
event will be co-sponso- red by the
Student Activities Board (SAB) and the
LesbianGay'SupporfGrbup (LGSG)
and will be open to the entire campus
beginning on Sunday, November 16
and last until Saturday. November 22,
so that those who wish to dance in the
marathon andor pledge a dancer may
Icam more about AIDS.
AIDS is an acquired
immunodeficience syndrome. This
disease has been associated with the
HTLV-IIILA- V virus.
According to the "Reports on
AIDS" in the Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report, 16.458 (16,227 adults
and 231 children) cases of AIDS had
been reported in the United States as of
April 30, 1985 and 8,361 of those
patients were known to have died before
that date. Cases of AIDS have been
discovered in all 50 states, the District
of Columbia, and three U.S. territories.
The distribution of reported AIDS cases
among adults consists of the
following: 60 white. 25 black, and
14 Hispanic. Ninety percent fell into
the 20-4- 9 age category, and 93 were
men. Reported cases of AIDS are
increasing at a startlingly high' rate.
Since January, 1984 the number of
reported AIDS cases has doubled each
year.
In Europe 1,573 AIDS cases, of
which 1,573 are known to have died,
had been reported as of September 30,
1985 in 16 of 21 countries
corresponding to the World Health
Organization (WHO). The highest
number of cases were reported in
France (466), the Federal Republic of
Germany (295). and the United
Kingdom (225). The number of
reported AIDS cases has been
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increasing five to six times per week in
France and Germany and three to four
times per week in the United
Kingdom. No cases of AIDS were
reported in the following five
corresponding countries:
Czechoslovakia, Hungary. Iceland,
Poland, and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics. According to a
calculation of the 1985 statistics and
estimates per million population, the
highest rates of reported AIDS cases
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were found in Switzerland (11.8),
Denmark (11.2), and France (83).
These rates, however, are low in
comparison to that of the United States
(60.0).
In the past, five major risk groups
have been publicly identified. These
groups consist of homosexualbisexual
men, IV drug users, hemophilia
patients, transfusion recipients, and
Haitians. Statistics, however, have
shown that the number of reported
Haitian AIDS cases has decreased
significantly. The Center for Disease
Control (CDC), however, has removed
Haitians from the list of high risk
groups and has categorized them as
"unknown." Currently, the list of
increased risk categories includes the
following: homosexual bisexual men,
intravenous drug abusers, persons-transfuse- d
with contaminated blood or
blood products, heterosexual contacts
of individuals with HTLV-IIILA- V
infection, .and children bom to infected
mothers. .
The cases of AIDS reported among
transfusion recipients has increased
significantly but still only comprises
less than 2 of the total reported cases
of AIDS. In 1983 self-deferr- al
guidelines for blood donors were
instituted, and the screening of blood
for HTLV --HILAV antibody was
instituted in 1985; furthermore,
forty-fiv- e states, the District of
Columbia, and Puerto Rico now
require that AIDS cases be reported to
health departments. One of the major
problems in controlling the spread of
AIDS, however, lies in the observation
that there may be an incubation of
several years between the time of
infection with HTLV-IIILA- V and the
onset of AIDS.
It is reported that AIDS cannot be
transmitted through mere personal
contact with an AIDS infected person.
The HTLV-IIILA- V virus has been
discovered in such body fluids as
blood, semen, saliva, tears, breast
milk, and urine, but epidemiologic
evidences shows that only blood and
semen transmit the virus.
For more information on the dance
marathon or on AIDS Awareness
Week, contact Pat Bauerle (Box 1130)
or Michael Goo (Box 1693)
AAAERICAN
SOCIETY
Get acheckup. Life is worth it.
Gene Siskel: At The Movies
Addressed the Wooster Forum about Movies and their
contribution
David A. Dean
Editor-in-Chie- f, The Wooster Voice
Gene Siskel, a movie critic for The
Chicago Tribune and co-ho- st of the
popular "Sneak Previews'" and "At The
Movies" addressed the Wooster Forum
at McGaw Chapel on Monday,
November 3. Siskel captivated the
audience with his usual refined sarcasm
by suggesting that his partner, Roger
Ebert was "in Massilon at an
-a-
ll-you-can-eat buffet which started at 4
and wouldn't end until 12." So began'
the hour and a half lecture entitled
"What I See At The Movies That You
Might Not See."
Siskel, renowned for his sharp and
insightful analysis revealed that during
his show "At The Movies," he stressed
three criteria: 1) respect for the
audience's intellegence 2) belief in the
film and 3) stressing the gross
victimization of women in films.
Stressing the latter Siskel noted that
"hack-up-
" type of films tend to
victimize women even greater.
Siskel began the lecture by
explaining that being a critic is not so
unnatural. "It never hurts to be a critic,
" exclaimed Siskel. "We often love the
movies more than the average person.
We're just doing something that comes
naturally." Attempting to cite various
examples of a critic's work, Siskel
challenged the audience to a poll.
Using two famous characters from the
movie "All The Presidents Men,"
played by Robert Redford and Dustin
Hoffman, he quizzed the audience, after
a brief glimpse of two scenes, about
who was the better actor. The audience
responded overwhelmingly for
Hoffman. In fact, according to Siskel,
a national poll's ratio was 6-- 1 in favor
of Hoffman. He then hand-pick- ed a few
members from the audience to support
their votes for either Hoffman or
Redford. He concluded that Hoffman
won over Redford because of the way
in which Hoffman used his eyes and
reacted . to the situation. Siskel
commented that Redford never seems
to change personality or physical
characteristics in any of the movies he
has appeared in.
Siskel told the audience that
although critics review scripts and
directing there really isn't any formal
.method for reviewing actors and
actresses. "It was in 1973," commented
Siskel "that I asked George C. Scott
how he would review an actor's
performance." Siskel told the audience
that Scott gave him three criteria to
follow: 1) What do you see on the
screen? 2) What choices does the actor
make? and 3) Is there an element of joy
in the performer's presentation? Siskel
then used the survey to critique All
The President's Men."
The art of directing was touched
upon by using the film "Taxi Driver,"
where the character Travis Bickle
attempts to reform a prostitute in an
effort to clean up "the system." Siskel
suggested that Martin Scorcese's
masterful directing techniques made
"Taxi Driver" an artistic and box office
smash. He cited the fact that in cable
and home video as well as movie
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theatres "Taxi Driver" has enjoyed
overwhelming success years after its
first release.
Siskel illustrated what he thought
was excellent script writing by using
Rocky Balboa, better known as
Sylvester Stallone, and his lines in
"Rocky." Showing the creative nature
in Stallone by showing a clip of
"Rocky," Siskel showed mat simplistic
remarks made "Rocky" a success.
Siskel concluded his lecture by
illustrating the ills of converting black
and white classic films to color. Using
the example of Ted Turner's bid to
convert hundreds of old black and white
films to color Siskel suggested that a
way to protest is not to watch them.
"The best way for the public to let their
local station know that you disapprove
is not to watch them. The other is to
write a letter of protest," commented
Siskel. Siskel compared the effect of
nostalgic black and white films to a
"quasi-dreamli- ke state" which lulls the
audience into a sense of fantasy and
surreal appreciation.
Politics Across The Country
An analysis of the election results across
By Pat Schmitz
Once again the American public has
excercised their rights in a democratic
republic and voted in a national
election-o- r at least 38 of them did. If
the public has spoken, then what did
they say? There are many possible
interpretations of Tuesday's results.
In Ohio, Democrats swept the
state-wid- e races, with the exception of
the defeat of embattled state chief
justice Frank Celebrezze. This should
be seen as a combination of
incumbency and superior candidates.
Richard Celeste's blasting of
ex-gove- nor Jim Rhodes was merely a
matter of the lesser of two evils, and
Celeste can count himself fortunate
that the GOP produced the weakest
candidate they could find. Incumbency
also assisted several other state
officials, such as Thomas Ferguson,
Sherrod Brown, and Tony Celebrezze.
Brown and Celebrezze are also
competent officials, while Ferguson
was fortunate to have very obscure
opposistion.
Among other Ohio races, all
incumbent Congressmen and Senator
John Glenn were comfortably
re-elect- ed, while the two open House
seats were won by proteges of the
retiring representatives.
Nationwide, the Democrats won
control of the United States Senate
with a margin of 55-4- 5. GOP
Campus News Notes
by College Press Services
HEARTY MICHIGAN STATE
GROUP RESURFACES WITH
ANOTHER PORN FILM;
Supposedly "settled" out of existence
in August when it agreed never to
show "Spartan School For Sex," a film
that included unauthorized shots of
copyrighted MSU logos and symbols.
Box Office Spectaculars re-registe- red as
a student group last week and screened
"The Greek Girl of Alpha-Thi- ," another
porn movie.
New president Toshira Sugiura said
he'd rather screen a "good horror
movie," but that sex movies were the
only way the group could be sure of
earning a profit
.
The screening drew 225 people- -a good
turnout and five protesters.
STUDENTS THREATEN TO
WITHHOLD TUITION UNTIL
FACULTY STRIKE IS
SETTLED; As administrators and
striking faculty members at Temple U.
broke off negotiations last week,
student government director Chris
Singleton urged students to withhold
tuition payments due this week, and
said he'd organize a class action suit on
the grounds Temple hasn't delievered ,
the education it promised since the
strike began October 6.
incumbents in Georgia, Alabama
Florica, Wisconsin, South Dakota, .
North Dakota, and Washington were
upended by their Democratic
challengers. Although this is viewed
by the media as a great Democratic -
coup, the realities indicate no great
mandate to govern for either party.
Democrats must be reminded that
many of their victorious candidates
were moderates and even conservatives
who ran on local issues. Even then,
most of these races were decided by
only a handful of votes. Finally, the
.Republicans had only marginal losses
in the House of Representatives, and
offset their Senate losses in statehouse
races accross the country.
For the Republicans,- - they also
have reason to be concerned. Their
supposedly solid base in the West was
pre-empt- ed by Democrats, in spite of
the fact that President Reagan
campaigned extensively west of the
Rockies for die GOP. The victories of
liberals such as Brock Adams, Ed
Garvey, Wyche Fowler, and Barbara
Mikulski also suggests that liberals, of
some sort, are not extinct The South
is also not Republican territory, but has
become a true two-par- ty region.
Finally, the GOP must be concerned
by the fact that they did have losses in
spite of the poor voter turnout which
traditionally favors Republicans.
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BOISE STATE GETS INTO
TROUBLE FOR POLITICAL
AD ON STADIUM
SCOREBOARD; Boise Slate U.
electronically ran a $65 paidpoktical ad
on its stadium scoreboard during its
October 18 football game, prompting
some callers to object. BSU itself was
urging a "No" vote on Referendum 1,
an anti-uni- on measure.
BSU officials, straining to be
nonpartisan, explained they were just
running a paid ad, but said they may
reject all political ads in the future.
SOUTH AFRICA PROTESTS
CONTINUE. GROW MORE
PHYSICAL ON SOME
CAMPUSES; In the week after the
so-call- ed "National Day of Protest" of
campus investments in firms that do
business in segregationist South
Africa, U. Texas syudents saw vandals
wreck their "shanty" for the second
time, and then 16 people sat in
President William Cunningham's
office. They were arrested. , --t .
Cornell police plowed down shanties
after organized protests ended, but
angered students 23 of whom were
arrested while trying to keep authorities
from the shanties two weeks
ago pledged to keep rebuilding them
until Cornell divests.
America
As far as 1988 is concerned, no one
can say right now. Can Reagan pin
the nation's woes on a Democratic
Congress? Is George Bush going to
remain the prohibitive favorite over
Kemp, Baker, Dole, Lax alt, Robertson,
ecu? Who is the "someone else" that
most Democrats want? Why isn't it
Gary Hart, Mario Cuomo, or Jesse
Jackson, and is it Mike Dukakis, Joe
Biden, Bill Bradley, or Sam Nurm? In
conclusion, this year's election will
provide us with no real clues about
realignment or presidential possibilities
in 1988. We will only know what lies
ahead after we get there.
Continued from page 1
Bom in New Rochelle, N.Y. in
1945 McLean was inspired by the
musical geniuses of Buddy HoDy, The
Weavers and Frank Sinatra. By the
time he had reached his teen he had
performed on. numerous adages.
McLean became involved in the folk
music scene at VOlanova University,
where he befriended fellow student Jim
Croce, and continued performing at
clubs and concerts while attending lona
College.
In 1968 McLean sang at benefit
for the Hudson River Sloop
Restoration with Pete Seeger, who
Continued onptfeT .
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Student Government Association
Election Candidates
By Peter D. Westerman
On November 3rd the Voice mailed
each of the 16 candidates competing in
the Student Government Association
election a questionable. Each candidate
was asked to respond in writing to
three questions. Several guidelines
were given to the candidates.
a) Each question was to be
answered in 50 words or less.
- b) No corrections would be added
to the responses. Each was
printeded exactly as received.
c) The Voice took no
responsibility for late submissions.
All responses received have been
printed. Attempts were made to contact
those candidates that did not return
questionaires.
Candidates:
President:
Peter Bradford, Richard Crouse, Sarah
Kotchen, Julie Rice
Vice President:
Cornell Carter
Liz Walsh
Secretary:
AsadRaza
Karen Young
Treasurer:
Gregg Bevensee
Social Concerns Committee Chair: j
Margaret Bailey I
1SandeepBhatia
Jennifer Jameson
Public Relations Committee Chain
Rick Dayton
Mandy Langley
Student Services and Special Projects
Committee Chair.
DuanePeek
Financial Affairs Committee Chain
Asha Pandya
Names and spellings were provided
by the Student Government
Association.
Questions:
1) What are your qualifications for the
position for which you are seeking
election?
2) Why do you feel that you can
represent the student body in the office
you seek?
3) How do you feel that your election
will benefit the College community?
President
Bradford
1 ) My qualifications for the President
of the Student Government Association
are first, that I was President of my
high school Student Senate and
second, that I am truly interested in and
have the ability to build up
communication and interaction
between different groups on campus
toward student issues.
2) I feel that I can represent the
student body as S.G.A. President
because I know many students on
campus. Thus, I understand what they
are concerned about and can be a proper
voice for mem. Overall, I win be able
to involve more students in the
government of the school.
3) My election will benefit Wooster
because there will be more students
interacting and communicating about
the life of the school, and there will be
more communication between the
different facets of the Student
Government (General Assembly,
Campus Council, and the Cabinet).
Hence, more goals will be reached for
the students.
Crouse
1 ) A leader of the Student Concerns
Network, I served on the Ad Hoc
Committee which revised Wooster's
investment policy. I helped establish J
Model United Nations at Wooster and
am presently chairperson of that i
program. During my three years in the '
General Assembly, SGA has adopted
several proposals which I sponsored.
2) My experiences have made me
quite familiar with the Trustees as well
as the Administration. I have
successfully represented students in the
divestmentanti-aparthei- d movement
with my persistence, stubbomess, and
demand for substance. I have learned to
be sensetive to students' concerns while
understanding the realities facing the
College.
3) If elected President, I will focus on
direct actions SGA can take to meet
students needs. Problems exist with
the bookstore, changes in Ichabod's,
rape awareness, and other issues. I
prefer to see the Student Government
addressing these questions rather than
concentrating tooo deeply on its own
structure and organization.
Kotchen
1) Currently, I am serving as Vice
President of the Student Government
Association and formerly served as
Secretary. Other activities include
membership of the Judicial Board,
Educational Policy Committee,
Building and Grounds Trustee
Committee, chairperson of the
Educational Affairs Committee,
Campus Council, WCWS newscaster.
The Wooster Voice, and Concert
Choir.
2) I feel that I have a good working
knowledge of S.G.A.. At the same
time, I believe that I can inject new
ideas that will help to increase S.G.A.
visibility and performance. S.G.A.
strives to let the student voice be heard.
I would work towards more effectively
reaching this goal.
3) I feel that the biggest problem that
plagues the S.G.A. is that everybody
(
knows of S.G.A., but nobody knows
1 what it is. S.G.A. is there for the
benefit of the students. I would make
I
, ; a strong effort to communicate to the
student body what S.GA. can do and
, provide for them. More concentrated
'
and effective PR would be a central
concern for me.
JRjce.
1) I have served as Special Events
Chairperson through which I organized
Homecoming '86. I am a former
S.G.A. Vice-Preside- nt, Campus
Council member, Educational Policy
Committee member. Educational
Affairs Chairperson, Short Course
Instructor and S.G.A. representative.
As Vice-Preside- nt I made the effort to
poll students and voice their opinion at
faculty meetings.
2) I can represent the student body
because of the experience I have had in
working with the campus
organizations. Through my position
on the Student Activities Board I have
experienced direct communication with
all of the student leaders. This has
helped me become aware of the special
needs of the campus community.
3) I feel that my strong leadership
skills and experience will help to build
- the group dynamics and leadership
development within the structure of
S.G.A.. A stronger Student
Government is a direct benefit to the
College community because it provides
open communication lines between
students, organizations, faculty and
administration.
Vice-Preside- nt
Carter
1) As the current SGA Social
Concerns Committee Chairperson J
understand what it is that concerns
students and am prepared to deal with
the issues. Through constant
interaction with faculty members and
administrators, in a number of
capacities, I have developed a working
relationship with them which promotes
and encourages open communication as
well as the sharing of ideas.
2) I believe that I can represent the
student body because I share the
College's commitment to
self-explorati-
on as well as the
exploration of knowledge. We are here
for the shared purpose of being educated
and I am committed to doing what can
be done to make that education
satisfying.
3) My election will benefit the
College community by enabling me to
voice their concerns about students to
the students themselves. In this way,
each one of us can work together for
the betterment of the community as a
whole.
Walsh
1) My qualifications for SGA Vice
President are my experiences as a
student, and my involvement with
Compton Hall Programming Board and
Hall Council. I am also serving on the
Judicial Board, mis enables me to work
with members of the faculty. These
keep me in touch with student issues.
2) My experiences as a student, my
desire for a better campus atmosphere
and my need to see changes in the way
student concerns are addressed will lead
me to work for better communication
skills and experience in dealing with
faculty will provide an open line for
discussion.
3) My election to office will bring
into the cabinet my experience with the
SGA Constitution, which I helped
revise, and my commitment to a better
campus atmosphere for all students. If
we have a good atmosphere for growth
and learning SGA has fulfilled its most
important function in representing
students.
Secretary
Young
1) As a General Assembly member
this semester, I have worked on the
committee rewriting the SGA
Constitution. This experience has
enabled me to understand how the
SGA can better serve the student body.
In previous leadership positions, I have
developed the communication and
organizational skills necessary for
SGA Secretary.
2) As a Sophomore Math major
and History minor, I have had the
1 opportunity to meet many people in
two diverse departments. I also know
members of many campus
organizations and residents of every
dorm which keeps me in contact with
the different opinions of many groups
of the student body.
3) SGA can benefit the student body
only if students are aware of and
interested in SGA activities. As
Secretary, I hope to create a more
accessible Cabinet with stronger
organiztion and to encourage GA
members to get interested students in
their districts involved in SGA.
SocialConcerns
Chairperson
Bhatia
1) I have been involved with SCN
in the movement for divestment since
last fall. Currently, I am chairing a
committee which is looking at
alternatives to the bookstore's text
book policy. I am co-cha- ir of the
International Perspective Committe on
SAB. We are planning for forums on
opportunities abroad next semester.
2) I can represent the student body
fairly because I am aware of concerns
on campus & open to new ideas. I try
not to let my personal views
overcome me when I represent the
- community. I would like to see more
attention paid to social concerns of
students in the College. Experience as
student representative on the Trustee
Finance Committee and Faculty
Cultural Affairs Committee will help
me in this position.
3) I will give my best in any
position I hold and try to voice the
concerns of students fairly as to how it
will benefit the community, I guess
well have to wait & see.
Jameson
1) I am seeking the position of
Social Concerns Committee
Chairperson and my qualifications are
as follows:
A) I have been a representative on the
General Assembly for two years
now,
B) I have been a member of the
Social Concerns Committee since
freshman year,
C) I am quite aware of the most
recent, as well as past' changes
within SGA, making me better able to
execute various projects.
2) I believe I will be able to
represent the student body quite well as
Chairperson of the SCC because I
know many students and am on the top
of their concerns, and at the same time,
know several important faculty
members and administrators, which --
will allow me to deal with the students
concerns in a more direct way as a
member of cabinet.
3) I feel that if elected, I will
benefit the College community by
bringing about a greater awareness of
valid student concerns, which will in
turn strengthen the lines of
communication among Wooster
residents. Administration, Faculty, and
Students.
Public
Relations
Chairperson
Davton
1) In the past, I have taken classes in
Marketing and Public Relations. I am
presently a member of the Public
Relations Committee of Student
Government Association. This past
summer I worked in the computer
industry practicing public relations for
a Pennsylvania based computer
company.
2) I am currently serving on Cabinet
of Kappa Chi and as the Special
Continued on Page 7
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Projects Director of WCWS. I have
also been elected to serve on General
Assembly of the Student Government
Association. r All ot these positions
demonstrate mat my peers have faith in
3) Because I am currently involved in
numerous campus organizations, I feel
I can provide input that will be
' invaluable to all parties. There are a
number of publics involved including
administrators, faculty, and student
body. I feel that I am qualified to
represent those publics.
Lanelev
' 1) As a member of my high school
S.G A. I gained an understanding of the
process and purpose of government.
As chairperson of the Association for
the Arts, I learned the importance of
organization. As captain of die girl's
tennis team, I learned to become a
leader.
2) I am willing to get out and meet
the students of Wooster and find out
what they are feeling. I will not stay
shut up in an office. I wil listen to the
student's voices and represent them in
SGA to the best of my ability.
3) I can and will raise the status of
S.G.A. in the eyes of the student body
and the faculty. This benefits the
College community because it proves
that we, the students of Wooster, can
work together with strength to bring
about change and better our world.
Student
Services
and Special
Projects
Chairperson
Peek
1) I have an original mind, and have
sat on several Committees throughout
the campus community also and most
important I have a dessire to do the job
right.
2) I am a junior, who has been active
in the college over the last three years.
Judicial board, SAB, Black Students
association and other various
committies. all of which have helped
me to get a pretty good feel for what
the student body wants.
3) I feel that my election will benefit
the college Community in that I will
do my best to represent the stuudent
while at the same time helping the
S.GA. move forward in its attemp to
"become a more effective student
governing body.
New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C 20013
Where does
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Killian said
The Assistant Dean noted the bill
should have been paid last year, but,
because of the disagreements, was set
aside. Now, she said, it has been
decided the bill will be paid this fall.
Clint Hofstetter, director of the physical
plant, made that decision.
"I think they are feeling very
defensive about the whole thing,".
Hofstetter said. 1 have always been
willing to share what the charges are. If
anyone wants to see, .fine. I have
nothing to hide," he said.
The sections are willing to take
" It is a real problem that has been brewing
for a long time."
responsiblity for the damage, but what
we need are guidelines and regulations
as to what is fixed or cleaned,
Rodzers said. "Every section has this
problem." Mark Moyad, president of
Kappa Chi, shared similar thoughts.
"I wonder where all the figures
come from. We've had our bills
itemized a few times and we get a
general statement like 'excessive
trash-$- 40' They should give us a
chance," Moyad said.
Campus Presidents Go Show Biz
In "Last Ditch" Budget Pleas
They barnstorm, 'Cry Advertise To
Forestall 'Ruinous' State Cuts
Karen L. Ziebell
College Press Services
Unbeknownst to each other, public
college presidents-norma- lly a decorous
bunch of peoplein a number of states
last week resorted to "last ditch"
barnstorming trips, splashy lobbying
media events and postures of outright
defiance to convince state legislators
not to impose what the presidents say
will be a ruinous round of budget cuts.
Texas, Alaska, Idaho, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Montana, Alabama, Utah,
Iowa and Missouri, among ther states,
have recently or are about to cut the
amount of money .they give to then-publi-c
colleges.
And their college administrators,
claiming six years of federal budget
cuts already have forced them to cut
their operations to the bone, are
warning mat new state budget cuts will
force mem to take drastic measures.
They say they will have to close
some academic departments, cut back
on student services, raise tuition and
maybe even merge with other colleges.
"It's close ( to squeezing blood out of
a turnip)," says University of Alaska
President Dr. Donald O'Dowd, whose
school has had to slash spending by 35
the money
" Nobody's bothering to ask any
questions."
--Arch Rodgcrs
Omega Alpha Tau President Bob
Steams said his section has also been
experiencing large costs.
"Last year we tried to fix some
problems ourselves, but the service
department found that to be
unacceptable in some cases," Stearns
said.
It is a real problem that has
--Will Porter
President,FIrst Section
been brewing for a long time," said
Will Porter, Beta Kappa Phi President.
"One weekend. Housing billed us for a
broken railing in our stairwell. Because
they couldn't find the person who did
it, we were charged $10-1- 2. For us it is
not worth something to try and get our
money back-lik- e the Omegas- - but it
writer
percent over the last several months.
"Alaska's state revenue has been cut in
half the last eigth months."
When Utah didn't collect as much in
taxes as it had planned, it ordered all
state agencies including colleges to
slash their budgets. At Weber State, it
meant firing 58 people, disbanding die
men's wrestling and the women's golf
teams, and dropping the economics
degree program, among others.
Budget cuts left the University of
Texas unable to make some promised
payments to one of its research
partners, and it is now losing faculty to
better-payin- g schools, Lt. Gov. Bill
Hoddy said last week.
The Kansas Board of Regents last
week announced it might soon start
closing masters degrees programs,
while Alaska's O'Dowd reports "well
probably have to cut academics. We
can't continue to protect it any longer."
"This has not been the best of
years," observes Montana State
President William Tietz, whose
campus budget is 1-- 2 million less than
Continued on Page 12
go?
President of ISC
concerns us as a section when we get
billed as opposed to damage in other
places where the College seems to
absorb it, " Porter said.
In two sections attempts are being
made to reduce excessive cleaning
costs.
. .
"This year we haven't been charged
for anything. Last year we had a big
bill that accumulated and we had to
pay! So we're trying not to get so
many charges. The majority of the bills
are for cleaning and Bissman has had a
bad image for being a wreck. We're
trying to make it look better this
year," said Rob Montgomery, Phi
Sigma Alpha president.
In the Phi Delta Sigma section,
President Mike Menoes said," Our bills
are pretty smalL Other sections had to
pay bills that accumulated over years,
but when we got our charter back, we
got . a clean slate. We have been
working hard to avoid charges. We
have certain people who are in charge
of clean-u- p after parties or who make
sure nothing gets broken during
parties," Menoes said. . .
Overall, Killian noted student
' damage charges were relatively Vow this
year, compared to previous years. Last
year, Hofstetter said the overall student
damage bill was "roughly
$12,000-14,000-
." But the problem still
remains for the sections.
"Nobody's bothering to ask any
questions," said Rodgcrs.
McLean
Continued from page 5
gave McLean "one of my many starts,"
and later was picked to be the "Hudson
River Troubador" by the New York
State Council on The Arts; In small
Hudson River towns he played three
concerts a day, five days a week for six
weeks. During niat period he opened
for Josh White, Blood, Sweat and
Tears. Three Dog Night, and
Stepoenwolf. Says McLean. "It was
part of Rockefeller's effort to torn the
Hudson River vuley mto one big lawn
park, with me as the entertainment. At
$150 a week for three shows a day . I
was a walking jukebox." The Hudson
River stint cemented McLean's
relationship to the valley, and today he
resides in Bear Mountain,.-.- , m a
rustic seven-roo- m country house .
SATISFYING
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By David A. Dean
Editor-in-Chie- f, The Wooster Voice
If I had to pick a runner from the
women's cross country team who I
thought had seen the best and the worst
moments in cross country Becky
Pickett would be just that person. A
graduate of Hoover High School and
raised in North Canton, Ohio her career
as a distance runner started when she
was a sophomore. Becky ran track
starting her sophomore year and then
started her first year of cross country
" My father got
her junior year. Although very shy
about her accomplishments she did
manage to tell me that her senior year
she finished first in the Federal League
in the 1 600 meter run and qualified for
States her senior year as well.
Question: What was your high school
cross country and track experience like?
Answer: I started running track my
sophomore year and then started cross
country a little late in my junior year.
The team was alright but the
coach the cross country coach that
is was not a real great motivator. He
had us do some good workouts but
when it came to personal motivation
running long before I ever thought
about running but when high school
popped around he got me excited about
going out for the team. Dad, however,
is not running as much as he used to
anymore.
Q: Why did you choose to come to
The College of Wooster?
me interested in
A: I think first off the academic setting
was very positive. However. I came to
Wooster because I wanted to go to a
small school. I wanted to participate in
cross country and track and knew,
because of my athletic limitations, that
I would have a chance to compete at a
small school whereas at a larger school
that might not have been possible.
Craig ( the women's cross country
coach) was really excited about having
me come to Wooster. He came to a
few of my meets and we talked quite a
few times. I guess the closeness and
home-lik- e feeling I get here attracted
me the most over a larger school.
Q: What about Craig, as a coach, do
you like the most?
A: Let me start off by saying that
Craig is very enthusiastic about the
program and the runners themselves.
From my high school year onward I
have never met another coach who is
so committed to a program as Craig is
to women's cross country. He really
shows a lot of interest for the team as
well as the individual. He sets personal
" I think the team is very close."
he just didn't have what it took to get
an individual motivated. On the other
hand, my track coach was great at
motivation. She was really
knowledgeable about distance running
and she was able to motivate the
individual as well as the team. One of
the reasons why I started running was
because of my dad. My Dad was
Athlete in Perspective
Becky Pickett
" I chose Wooster because
school and it would give me
opportunity to participate in
country."
goals for us and helps us attain them
by working with us individually.
Q: What are your perceptions of the
team?
A: First off, the turnout this season
itrunning.
was very frustrating. Craig was
counting on some good freshmen who
never arrived. Other than that the team
is very supportive of one another.
Most of my friends are on the team and
I think that's one of the reasons why I
like running on the team. The people I
am the most close to are friends I've
" I see a lot more support for womerrs
athletics than in the past."
made on the team. This year, however,
team unity has been a little , tough.
Because of so many new people on the
team we're just beginning to find a
common ground. Katie has really been
trying hard to keep the team together.
Q: Do you think the North Coast
Athletic Conference is supportive of
women's athletics in general?
A; I really can't speak about specifics
but I can say that from my own
impressions of the past four years I can
say that more support and more
recognition have been given toward
women's athletics. Take for instance
the award system. I'm sure that
together all the schools discussed the
unfairness of awarding men's and
women's athletics. I have to say that
women's athletics is just growing and
with all the progress that has been
made so far the future looks very
promising.
Q: Do you see stronger support within
the College's athletic structure toward
women's athletics?
A: I would have to say that if I looked
back four years ago and compared this
year to my freshman year there has
been tremendous change with regard to
support for women's athletics. Like I
said previously, the award system,
which for so long 'was so unfair, is
now being changed and I see a lot more
recognition for those teams that, in the
past, have been ignored.
Q: What are your feelings about the
season?
A: I think personally it was a letdown.
It was a letdown in the sense that last
year we were so good and now we're
struggling to keep alive. Last year we
finished second in the conference and
second at region als, just missing a
chance at nationals and now we're
battling against Kenyon and Hope for a
it was a small
the
cross
bid to nationals. I really thought some
of the upperclassmen would return, but
for a variety of reasons they chose not
to run this year and that has really hurt
us badly. Overall we've done really
well with what we have. We have a lot
of room for improvement but I think as
time rolls on were going to get better.
Q: What is it about running that
appeals to you?
A: Part of the reason I like to run is for
social reasons. Like I said before, I met
a lot of my close friends on the cross
country team. Over the past four years
some of my closest friends have been
on the team and that has made my
running experience very positive. On
the flip side, I like to keep in shape
and running gives me a sense of .
accomplishment and personal
satisfaction. Will I run after college?
Yes. Although not to the same degree
as I am in college. I will, however,
continue to run road-race- s and if there
is. an opening for a cross country coach
at a high school I would love to do that
also.
Cc What are your predictions about the
rest of the season?
A: To Beat Kenyon College. I really
want to aim for Kenyon College
because the whole season we've beaten
them and I think we can muster up that
little bit of confidence and spirit and
beat them at regionals. Personally,
Continued on Page 12
Rooster Symphony to Perform
Esteemed violoncellist Eliano Mendozo to perform
Sarah Kotchen
"ViewsFeature writer, The Wooster Voice
.1 Esteemed violoncellist, Eliana
Mendoza, will be perfonning with the
'Wooster Symphony Orchestra on
November 9th. Mendoza began
"studying cello at the age of eight in her
native country, unite, ihe naa aireaay
been performing piano in public since
'the age of four. At fifteen she was
I
jnvited to perform in the noon concert
series of the Orquesta Sinfonica de
Santiago. Ms. Mendoza's first visit to
(,1 the United States was made possible by
a scholarship award from the
Organization of American States to
A study at Intexlochen during the summer
of 1976. to 1979 she was invited to
As in 1984, Dr. Thomas Falkner of
the Classical Studies department will
be leading an expedition to Greece for
interested students. The two- - credit
program will extend from June 26 to
August 6 this summer, and covers two
major fields of study. "The
Monuments and History of Greece
'centers on Classical and Byzantine era
sites in Greece emphasizing their
archaeological and historical
significance. The Culture of Ancient
J and Byzantine Greece" emphasizes art.
i literature, mymoiogy, bib i"S'u"
- during the Classical and Byzantine
periods. The students will be
.immersed in all aspects of Greek life,
I both present and past
The Wooster In Greece program is
1 .designed to be an intensive and in-dep- th
Over the Halloween weekend. The
Colleee of Wooster Schoolroy Theatre
.presented Sam Shepard's play. Fool.
For Love. The play was a Senior
'independent Study production of David
Walker, a senior from Huntington
Station. New York. Walker was the
'director of this first ever Sam Shepard
play to be staged at theCoQege.
The play dealt with the incestuous
relationship between two half --siblings.
The male lead of Eddie, played by
junior Patrick Miller, was superb.
Miller's cowboy accent and coarse
mannerisms were perfectly balanced
between what could have been phoney
become a member of the Orquesta
Filarmonica de Santiago, Chile, where
she stayed until her move to the U.S.
in 1980. She has been in the U.S. ever
since, first studying at the University
of Michigan with Samuel Mayes, and
later at the Cleveland Institute of
Music and Northwestern University
with Alan Harris. She obtained a
Diploma in Performance from the
University of Michigan and an Artist's
Diploma from Northwestern
University.
Ms. Mendoza's solo appeamaces
have included performances with the
Ohio Ballet Chamber Orchestra, the
introduction to the history, the material
remains, and the intellectual culture of
Greece," Dr. Falkner said. "The
emphasis of the program is on getting
students directly acquainted with the
visible remains of the culture: the sites,a
the treasure in the museums, the
geography of the mainland, and the
insular Greek culture."
Students visit famous sites like the
lion's Gate at Mycenae, the Acropolis
in Athens, the Court of Phillip and
Alexander in Macedonia, and the
Byzantine Monasteries at Mete ora.
Also included in the trip, and different
from the 84 campaign, is a five day
expedition to Turkey to see the Hagia
Sophia in Istanbul, . Constantinople,
and Turkish culture in generaL
For the first four weeks, students
Review: Fnnl For Love
Tom Karsten
Entertainment critic. The Wooster Voice
over 'acting or a weakness of presence.
It was surprising, at least to me, to see
such a performance by an actor who
had never before played a principal. We
can only hope that Patrick Miller will
continue to act on Wooster's stages.
May, the female opposite to and
partner in incest of Eddie, was played
by Adrienne Ebert. Eberfs performance
was difficult to judge. Although she
accurately played her part in the
complementary characters of Eddie and
May, she did not exude as moving a
presence as did the other characters.
The other parts included the father of
Eddie and May (Kenny Wolf), who was
North Shore Chamber Orchestra of
.
Chicago, and the Frutillar Symphony
Orchestra of Chile. She has played in
solo and chamber recitals in Cleveland,
Ann Arbor, Chicago, Santa Barbara,
Los Angeles, Interiochen, and Sarasota.
Ms. Mendoza has also toured
extensively in her home country. A
participant in many summer music
festivals, ioncluding the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Institute, the Santa
Barbara Academy of the West, the
Sarasota Music Festival, and the
Aspen Music Festival, Ms. Mendoza
has performed under conductors such as
Leonard Bernstein, Michael Tilson
The Wooster in Greece Program
I Graham Rayman
will stay primarily in Athens, taking
classes, attending lectures, and leaving
for short trips. The final two weeks of
the program for Wooster students
onlyincludes travel through Attica,
and central and northern Greece.
Li addition to having the chance to
mix with other students from all oyer
the world. The students will have a
good chance to get to know the Greek
'nightlife'," said Dr. Falkner.
The cost for the trip is $3,260.
which includes air travel from New
York City to Athens and back, tuition,
travel in Greece and Turkey, room, and
breakfast. The price could vary as a
result of number of students who enroll
or changes in travel arrangements.
The price does not include laundry,
meals other than breakfast, personal
brought into the play as an off-sta- ge
observer of the passion between his
two children. Wolfs performance was --
good until the end of the play when he
took a commanding presence on the
stage. Then his patriarchial role could
have been less stiff and condescending;
after alL the man was suposed to be an
emotional wreck and drunkard. Not a
better face could have been found to
play the part of Martin (Rob Clingan),
the naive "boyfriend" of May.-Clin-g
an's small part of an immature
man caught up in the very serious and
painful relationship of Eddie and May
was well-playe- d.
The Federal Depository library Program
Thomas, and Erich Leinsdorf. Her
awards in the U.S. include a fellowship
at the Aspen Music Festival, a
Rostropovich Scholarship, and a
concerto competition first prize at the
University of Michigan.
.
Bom in Vina del Mar, Chile. Ms.
Mendoza started studying music with
her parents, who are both pianists.
Presently she resides in New York
City with her brother, a violinist, with
whom she performs chamber music as
a member of the New York Music
Co-o-p organization.
The Wooster Symphony Orchensta
' will be performing with Ms. Mendoza
at 8:13 PM in McGaw Chapel.
items, and travel outside the program.
According to Dr. Falkner, the dollar is
very strong in Greece, so expenses can
be kept relatively low.
Anyone who has any further
questions about the Wooster In Greece
program can contact Dr. Falkner at
extension 2320, or visit him in Kauke
208.
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Field Hockey Advances to
Nationals
Bob Murphy
Sports writer, The Wooster Voice
The College of Wooster women's
Field Hockey Team continued their
excellent play last weekend, winning
the Great Lakes Regional Tournament,
which has advanced them to the
NCAA Nationals. The tournament is
being held this weekend in Salem,
Mass.
At thctoumament, the Lady Scots
first game will be at 12:30 psn. today,
where they will be facing off against
Bently College, ranked 14th in the
nation in Division ID. Bently has a
record of 14-- 1, and most importantly,
beat Salem State, Mass. to whom the
Scots lost 1-- 0 in double overtime
earlier this season. Nonetheless, the
Scots have a strong shot at a victory,
as their play has improved significantly
in the latter part of the season.
The Great Lakes Regional
Tournament was held last weekend at
Oberlin College. Wooster was seeded
first in the Tournament, and therefore
recieved a bye in the first round of play
on Friday, October 31. Thus the Scots
first game was on Saturday, November
1, against Calvin College. This game
started at 9:30 a.m., but nonetheless,
there were a good number of Wooster
students who made the drive up to
watch all or part of the game on what
turned out to be a lovely day for
sports-watchin- g.
Through both of the 35 minute
halfs, both teams put on nearly equal
offensive pressure, but neither was able
to score. Though Calvin was the team
with more shots on goal, Scot goalie
Sarah Heath had 13 saves, Wooster
actually dominated posession of the
ball, but just was not able to get off
any successful shots. After regulation
time expired, the Scots wasted no effort
in the first 10 minute overtime to put
the game away. Junior Kim Rowland
provided two goals in the overtime for I
Wooster, the first from an assist by
Senior Kate Koehler with 2:1 1 elapsed
in the period, and a second off the
Calvin goalie, with 2:37 left in the
game. This victory advanced the Scots
to the finals of the tournament, where
they would face arch-riva- ls the Big Red
of Denison, whom had already won
two games in the tourney.
The game started at 2:30 in the
afternoon, giving the Wooster players
about three hours rest from their
previous game. Encouraged by the
cheering of three die-ha- rd fans, who had
not returned to watch Men's Soccer
play against Whittenberg, the Scots
came out charging against the Big Red,
and dominated with offensive play that
was capped by a goal from Freshman
Michella Huth off an assist by Kate
Koehler, with 7:10 left in the first half.
From there however, the Scots
seemed to fall back and rest on their
admittedly excellent defense for the rest
of the game. As more Wooster fans
showed up from the Soccer game, the
were harrowed by the continual close
calls on the Wooster side of the field.
The Scots had a total of 21 penalty
comers called against them, and it was
only through very determined play that
not one of them was turned into a Big
Red goal. With 2:07 left to play in the
game, however, Wooster's lack of
offensive play caught up with them, as
Margeret Kondie of Denison knocked
in the first goal scored against Wooster
in 6 games. Wooster's last chance
came with 10 seconds left in the game
when a penalty was called on Denison,
giving Scot goallie Sarah Heath a
one-on-o- ne shot against the Denison
goallie. Amid cheers of "Sharky,
Sharky!" from the now sizable
Wooster crowd. Heath faced off in a
situation where she has been 2 for 2
during the regualr season. The Denison
goal keeper though, had scouted Heath,
and knew she always shot to the
goallie's left, and was right there to
meet Heath's shot, and the game was
thrust into overtime. Said Wooster
Coach Sheila Noonan, "I have never
seen anything like that in field hockey
ever before!"
The first overtime went by with
niether team scoring, but Denison
dominating the offense. Thus a second
ten minute overtime was brought
about, and the Wooster fans were near
worn out, not to mention the players.
The Scots played really hard in this
period though, and once again, Kim
Rowland knocked in a goal with 5:30
left in the half, giving the Scots a 2-- 1
lead which they were able to hang onto
to win the game and the tournament.
The defense played well all
weekend." said Coach Noonan,
"Though we really did not control the
ball as well as we could have." Noonan
has been drilling the team all week on
controoled passing and reducing the
number of corner penalties called
against them, which have been getting
quite numerous lately. Hopefully, this,
as well as three maniac fans, should
Men's Cross Country Advances to Regionals
Men finish 2nd at North Coast Athletic Conference
Cross Country Championships at Allegheny College.
Fach wins individual honors for the second year
By David Dean
The mighty hills of western
Pennsylvania beckoned the finest
teams from the North Coast Athletic
Conference but when the gun was fired,
the people had cheered, and the runners
claimed the finish line, it was the
Fighting Scots who secured second
place at the 1986 North Coast Athletic
Conference Cross Country
Championship at Allegheny College in
Meadville, Pennsylvania.
"Overall the race was splendid"
commented Coach Bean. " The men
really ran super and they ran together. I
couldn't have asked for more." The
men finished second to national
powerhouse Case Western Reserve
University with a score of 54 to Case's
27. Other learn scqres were Denison
UniverMtyV77V AHegCeny College,
106; Oberlin College, 133; Kenyon
College, 139. and Ohio Wesleyan
University, 183. Case, Wooster and
Denison University will compete in
two weeks at the GLCA Division HI
regional cross country championship at
HollancLMichigan. It should be noted
that this is the first time three schools
from the NCAC have made it to the
GLCA regional meet. Allegheny,
althouf " a member of the NCAC, does
not compete in the GLCA region. This
is the first year Allegheny College was
not in the top three.
Undoubtedly, the brightest moment
of the 1986 Championship was the
first place finish by junior Todd
Fach,the 1984 NCAC cross country
champion. From the very start Fach
took command of the race until the .
fourth mile when he busted loose and
set the distance between himself and the
second man by 15 seconds. Following
behind Fach was senior Ed Mennis
from Case Western Reserve University
with a time of 26:01. Todd Fach
surveyed the course in 25:46.
Senior co-capta- in Paul Fleming
from Evanston. Illinois finished
seventh overall, garnering himself
All-Confere- nce honors for the third
straight year. Fleming finished with a
time of 26:14. Following Fleming was
sophomore Scott Michalek who
finished in eleventh place with a time
of 26:58. Sophomore Todd Kelleher
finished 17th with a time of 26:58 and
junior Chris Trivers finished 18th with
a time of 27:01. Rounding out
Wooster's top seven was junior Chuck
Brady, 29th in 27:29 and sophomore
Brent Bunnell, 33rd in 2736.
Other fine performances by Wooster
runners were clocked by senior Bob
Jones, 38th in 27:52, freshman David
Dubin, 40th in 28:03 and senior David
Dean, 41st in 28:04.
Coach Bill Sudeck of Case Western
Reserve University was named the
1986 NCAC Men's Cross Country
Coach of the Year while coach Jim
Bean of The College of Wooster was
honored for his fourteen years as coach
of the men's cross country program.
Jim Bean is retiring after this season.
All in all the conference championship
was a sucess for the Fighting Scots
who figured that Case would be a
tough challenge. However, the biggest
surprise was the third place finish of
Denison University over favorite
Allegheny College. " Denison was
gonna be tough. I predicted that
Denison would score an upset,"
commented co-capta- in Abe Springer.
This new found strength in Denison's -
Continued on Page 12
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fi want to run my very best That's all.
So closes the chapter on Becky
Pickett's four-ye- ar career of cross
country running.. Captain, regional
qualifier and leader, Becky has displayed
the type of caring character that's rare
on most teams. Her dedication on the
field and off is- - a testament to the
virtues of amateur athletics. When an
athlete has received positive support, as
is the case with Becky, they will
continue to participate in that sport
long after their college years are over.
The Wooster Voice wishes Becky and
the rest of the team the best of luck as
they compete, next week, at the
GLCA Regional championship at
Hope College.
NCAC
Sports
Update
In what was an outstanding NCAA
Division HI football game, Denison
University upset Case Western Reserve
University on the Spartans' home field
in Cleveland 27-1- 4 to earn their
second consecutive North Coast
Athletic Conference football
championship.
The see-sa- w. battle matched two
outstanding teams,' but it was
Denison's dominating defense and the
multi-talen- ts of Denison's standout
senior tailback, Chris Spriggs, that
secured the NCAC crown. Though 'the
Spartans, the nation's 12th ranked
Division HI team, moved the ball, the
Big Red defense, led by defenders Dan
.Holland and Dave Elliott, consistently
made the big plays. Spriggs, wearing a
flack jacket ( due to bruised ribs), had
304 yards of Denison's 405 yards of
total offense, rushing for 171 yards and
passing for 133 yards. Jay Todd,
All-Americ- an linebacker, was among
the outstanding players for Case
Reserve, collecting IS tackles and one
interception off of Spriggs.
This NCAC championship match
was the highlight of the last full
weekend of NCAC play- - While
Denison was wining the title in
Cleveland and Case Reserve set&ag in
the runnerup spot, Allegheny College
beat Kenyon 21-- 3, to secure outright
possession of third place in the
Conference, The Kenyon win gave the
Gators, under first-ye- ar coach Peter
Vaas, a 4-- 2 record and they currently
carry a 5-- 3 overall mark, the best
season for Allegheny in eight years.
Though ranked 12th in this past
week's Division HI poll, it is unclear
what will happen to Case Reserve's
ranking. Denison received votes in last
week's poll and may surface into the
Top 20 this week on the strength of
. thier defeatof CWRU
Fighting Scots Fall To
University of Rochester
Rochester won its first game of the season
Wooster. : :
PatSchmitz
Sports writer, The Wooster Voice
The College of Wooster Fighting
Scots' football team lost their last
home game of the 1986 season to the
University of Rochester. 16--3. The
victory was Rochester's first this
season, while the Scots can now finish
no better than 4-- 5.
Wooster drew first blood with a 26
yard Dave Baka field goal - their first
points in nine quarters. Rochester
returned the favor with a 31 yard field
Scot s can redeem themselves at Oberlin this weekend
Women's Volleyball to Host
NCAC Conference Champions hips
Women hope to improve on a mediocre season
Although the third-annu- al North Coast
Athletic Conference Volleyball
Championship shapes up to be a battle
between first-pla- ce Kenyon College and
defending champion Allegheny
College, any of the five remaining
teams could challenge for the title.
The two-da-y tournament, which begins
at 1:00 PM Friday, November 7, will
be hosted by The College of Wooster.
Kenyon, under the guidance of 1985
NCAC Coach of the Year. Gretchen
Weitbrecht, has rapidly developed into
a dominating force, not only in the
NCAC, but throughout Division III.
In three short years, Weitbrecht has
taken the Ladies from an 8-- 25 record to
their current 30--5 mark and 6-- 0 in the
Conference. Sophomore middle
hitterblocker Holly Swank, a
legitimate All-Ameri- ca candidate, has
been the driving force behind Kenyon's
success. She is joined by sophomore
hitters Chris Seyfried and Kris Snyder.
Entering the tournament, the Ladies,
who were undefeated in conference
play, are ranked fifth in the Great Lakes
Region.
Defending tournament champion,
Allegheny has always boasted an
outstanding volleyball program, and
1986 has been no exception. The Lady
'Wooster Has Best Season In Ten Years:
This year's College of Wooster men's
soccer team tied a school record for
most wins in a season (14) when they
defeated Wittenberg University last
Saturday. The FIGHTING SCOTS, --
under coach BOB NYE, also
established a record for most shutouts
in one season with nine. It was their
best season in ten years.
Baka Kicks Record: WOOSTER
placekicker DAVE BAKA (Brecksville,
OHWalsh Jesuit) set school record for
most field goals in one season when he
kicked his seventh of 1986 against the
University of Rochester last Saturday.
goal, and the score at halftime remained
knotted at 3-- 3. From that point, the
season-lon- g saga of tough defense and
limited offense took hold, as
sophomore quarterbacks Don
Matthews and Craig Lombardi
combined to throw four interceptions to
set up the visiting Yellow Jackets in
good offensive field position.
Matthews was not removed from the
game due to injuries this time, but was
Gators' only conference loss came
against Kenyon as they finished with a
5-- 1 record. Right now, Allegheny is
22--1 1 overall under first year coach
Bridget Sheehan, who has relied on
sophomore Carol Frederick and junior
Penny Hess for most of the team's
offensive production. In addition,
sophomore setter Sue Plyler has been a
key factor in the Gators' success.
Despite having a young team, veteran
Case Western Reserve University
coach Mina Moore has made her
Spartans very competitive. CWRU
enters the tournament with a 3-- 16
overall record but could play the role of
spoiler. Senior hitter Diane Cifani has
been the leader for the Spartans along
with freshman hitter Diana Thorsen
and freshman setter Hilary Bristol.
One of die most improved teams in the
conference this season has been
Denison University. Big Red coach
Cynthia Krzystofiak has watched her
team flirt with the 300 mark all
season , and through November 2,
Denison is 14-1- 7 overall and 3-- 3 in the
conference. Senior co-captia- ns Amy
Hoke and Anne Jewell have provided
consistent performances and important
leadership all season, but one of the
Big Red's biggest offensive weapons
Women's Soccer finishes 7th in
the NCAC
by Beth Ryan
The women's soccer team finished its
season with a disappointing 2-11- -2
record. Although the record is poor, it
does not show, nowhere near, the
teams talent and potential. Being
plagued with injuries and illness' is
what really hurt the squad. The sport
had the highest injury rate of any other
against
simply unable to move the team.
Rochester tailback SamGuererri gained
over 170 yards, primarily due to die
high number of Rochester offensive
possessions.
The Fighting Scots, who wrap up
the season by facing Oberlin College
on the road, have the goals of winning
the last game of the six Wooster
seniors' careers, finishing with a .500
NCAC record, and laying the
has been 6-- 1 junior middle
hitterblocker Janeen Buzash.
Another team that has shown steady
improvement has been Oberlin
College. Under the direction of
third-ye- ar coach Pat Milkovich, the
Yeomen have played much better than
their 7-- 29 overall record and 1- -5
Conference mark might indicate.
Leading the way are seniors Denise
Dahlin, a setterhitter and Karen Sharer,
a hitter, along with sophomore hitter
Carol Sticker. While not quite ready to
challenge for the championship,
Oberlin also finds itself in a spoiler's
role this weekend.
After a slow start, Ohio Wesleyan
University, which is 9-1- 9 overall and
2-- 4 in the conference, has come on
strong under coach Mary Parker. The
Bishops are led by senior setter Amy
Barkett and junior hitter Connie
Dixon, but OWU als0 has benefited
from the play of its underclassmen,
including freshman hitter Miriam
Hoffman, sophomore setter Becky
Roush and sophore defensive specialist
Amy DeCant
One of the most hard-luc-k teams this
season has been The C&llege of
Wooster. Just two year's removed
from their best season in history, when
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Coach hopes for an improvemeht next year "
sport mis fall.
Women's soccer at Wooster is still
building it's program. All of the other
teams in the conference have been
established for a couple of years. This
is the only the second uear that the
sport has been varsity at Wooster.
Luckily for the Scotties they will not
-- ti
foundation tor 1987 within their grasp.
This will be a match of character,
stamina, and pride for the Fighting
Scots.
.
WCWS, 91.9 FM will broadcast the
game live from Dill Field tomorrow,
beginning at 1:30 PM. with Pat
Schmitz and Andy Horning calling
behind the mikes, and behind
Wooster. Denison Upsets 12th --
ranked Case Reserve '
they won the Conference championship
and advanced to the NCAA Division III
playoffs with a 41-- 7 record, the
Scotties have dropped to 10-2- 8 overall
and 4-- 2 in the Conference after being
plaqued by injuries and illnesses.
First-ye- ar coach. Pam Smith, hopes
that junior co-capt-ain Tracy Foreman,
an outstanding defensive player, who
switched to setter this season, and
sophomore Kathy Klein, who has been
Wooster1! most consistent offensive
player, can lead the Scotties to a
respectable finish in the tournament.
Tickets for the two-da- y tournament are
available at the door. Admisssion
prices for adults are $2 for Friday's first
round and $3 for Saturday's final round;
however, a two-da- y pass can be
purchased for $4. Students, faculty, and
staff with ID cards will be admitted for
$1. Children three and under win be
admitted free.
The tournament begins Friday,
November 7 with the first matches
scheduled for 1:00 PM and die final
matches of the day scheduled for 730
PM. PLay resumes on Saturday,
November 8 at 10:00 AM with the
finals scheduled for 4:00.
lose anyone to graduation as the team
consists of freshmen, sophomores and
a few juniors. The women have high
hopes for a very succesful season next
year. Next year let's give the program
lots of support by attending games.
Cleveland Sports Scene
Pat Schmitz
Hie Cleveland Browns are now off to
their best start since 1980 after
defeating the hapless Indianapolis Colts
24-- 9. The Browns, now 7-- 3, continue
to win ugly, but so what? A win is a
win. Cleveland's fine showing this
season puts them in contention for
either the divisional crown in the AFC
Central or a wild card spot, and fans
should expect them to down Houston,
San Deigo and Buffalo to go at least
9-- 7 this season.
Three reasons for the Browns' success
have been Bernie Kosar's dramatic
improvement, the development of a
pass rush, and great special teams play.
Kosar, who had a mediocre rookie
season, is now rated fourth among
quarterbacks in the AFC, hitting on.
62 of his passes, with ten
touchdowns and only four
interceptions. The new four-ma- n
defensive line has become a force, with
Reggie Camp, Sam Clancy, Carl
Hairs ton and Dave Puzzuoli all having
an outside shot at ten sacks apiece this
season. As far as special teams are
concrened. Ice Cube" McNeil speaks
for himself, while Jeff Gosset has
improved his punting dramatically, and
Matt Bahr should score over 100 points
this season. The sum of all of this is
that the Browns are winning with
simple old-fashion- ed execution, which
can make an average team great.
The Cleveland Cavs have tons of
talent. You can easily tell that they are
Shiltsy Going Nowhere Fast
Chris Shifts
Sports Editor, The Wooster Voice
The leaves turn and die. the sun
shines less and less and walking
outside with a T-sh- irt Is reserved for the
freaks. Dreariness sets in, people stay
in bed more and start to get fat.
Outdoor activity is' limited to the sicko
intramural football teams. But what is
lodged in most seniors minds who play
fall inter-collegia- te sports, is the fact
that they will never play this sport in
organized fashion again.
For some, life after athletics will be
easy - perhaps a 10k run on Saturday, a
pick-u-p touch-footba- ll game on Sunday
with the fellas, or even a relief that
they can just physically sit back,
consume Payday Bars and fifteen bowls
of Lucky Charms, as their body turns
to jello. But what about those intense
folk, those who had never played on a
champioship team - or even a winning
team. What about those who take a
pick-u- p game too seriously and can't
handle a handful of jerk-off- s who
content themselves with tugging at
people's jock-strap- s. Their last
inter-collegia- te contest remains lurking
in the memory box, if that contest was
lost, than the sensation of winning is
hard to recover. The death of the
athlete, the beginning of a new
working person - an expert at success
and failure.
inexperienced, but that's whay Lenny
Wilkens is there for, to teach. The
Kiddie Cavs' opening victory over the
Washington Bullets, 113-10- 6, was
their first opening win in recent
memory, and gave them an actual
winning record for the first time since
1981. Last Sunday's loss to the
Chicago Bulls was a game which will
turn out differently later this season,
with more experience, and hopefully
the signings of veteran free agents Phil
Hubbard and World Free Although
the team may go winless on their
current west coast road trip, fans should
take heart. Ron Harper is for real, and
will soon be a superstar in the NBA.
Brad Daugherty and John Williams are
the poor man's Twin Towers, and the
supporting cast of Bagley. Turpin. Lee,
and company is better than adequate.
The Cleveland Indians can make
amends for themselves at the current
general manager's baseball mettings by
swapping hitting for pitching. They
made a huge mistake last week by
refusing to trade second baseman Tony
Bernazard, an average talent, for
Baltimore's Storm Davis. Davis is
one of the finest young pitchers in
baseball, and will pitch for another ten
years - for San Diego. The Padres,
Cardinals, Royals, Dodgers, and Mets
are all interested in acquiring more
offensive punch, so Joe Klein should
listen to these teams when they call.
Before the Case Reserve football
game, as some of the football players
strolled along the grass at Finnegan
Field, trying to get a feel for it. Rich
Carmel said,"Division m football is for
people who can't grow up. We're just
kids." True, Division HI football
players don't get scholarships, and
chances of going pro are close to zilch.
Personally. I wouldn't be here if I didn't
enjoy playing football - I'd be at a
larger school where I could buy my
diploma for six bucks, take the easy
way out - that ain't growning up son.
We're kids because we're playing a kids
game - but in the long run, when we
get shut-u-p, shut-of- f and shut-dow- n,
we wouldVe been there before.
There is a senus amount a maturity
involved in playing Division III
football, or Division JH volleyball, or
Criquet, or whatever. You lose, you
cry. You win, you celebrate. You're
buddy spent four years gettin stoned,
getting A's, getting fat - wishing to
play some lacrosse or something, but
daddy didn't want to throw away the 14
grand to mix strong education with a
childs plaything. So in the end he
goes through scab free - never kicked in
the face, never clawed, and never at the
height of elation of a winning
celebration - never having to bust her
cross country
Continued from page 10
program could spell trouble for the
Scots and Spartans if they intend to
dominate the NCAC in years to come.
New freshman and upperclass talent
have elevated the Big Red into star
status.
This week the Scots remain idle as
they warm up for the 1986 Great Lakes
Regional Championship at Holland,
Michigan. The match-u- p between Case
and Hope, Wooster and Ml Union,
Wabash and Denison should be an
action packed thriller. Only two teams
from the " GLCA will advance to
Nationals and Case and Ml Union are
the favorites. However, a good day for
either the Scots or Hope College could
mm that around easily.
Continued from page 7
it was last year at this same time.
Some state officials began fighting
back with some unusual histrionics last
week.
University of Wisconsin System
President Kenneth Shaw tried to make
the point by saying budget cuts have
forced state campuses to turn students
away "make me cry."
The presidents of Idaho's four
state-support- ed colleges went on a
highly publicized "barnstorming tour"
of six cities to plead their case for more
funding.
"We were given a good hearing,"
reports Idaho State President Richard
Bowen. The minds are more open" to
butt for two long halves, never
experiencing 4th and 1, except from the
stands.
A sign hangs outside the training
room of the P.E.C. which says
"ahtletes are special people." For the
love of the game, and nothing more.
Division HI athletes spend two to four
hours a day - sometimes perhaps even
more (especially in the pre-seaso- n).
That's a heck a long time to be
spending on an extra-curricul- ar activity
with no career intentions yea, ahtletes
are special people, especially the
seniors who stuck it out these past four
years - here's to the future...
There was an error last week which
111 claim to be my fault just for kicks.
I didn't write last weeks women's soccer
article. A woman from the soccer
team itself wrote iL
Rich, thanks for letting me use your
name. One last thing before I go --
okay, the Red Sox lost, so whaL I'm
starting a Spike Owen fan club. Send a
note to box 27 16 if you're interested or
even if you want to write me hate mail.
If this is a success; IH start the 1 hate
the Fridge" club. Bye, you've been
great.
college flirting needs.
Purdue and Indiana universities, rivals
in virtually everything, have been
jointly wining and dining legislators at
"breakfast, lunch and dinner" to try to
win more Funding, reports Purdue Vice
President Dr. John Hicks.
The Faculty Senate at Utah State,
meanwhile, voted flatly to refuse to
join the administration's mandated
effort to cut another six percent off this
year's budget in order to absorb the .
stale funding decline.
Northern Iowa's administrators were
so upset by the state budget news two
weeks ago that they bought an ad
protesting state education funding
"stinginess" in the Des Moines
Registernewspaper.
The governor believes the money
spent on this ad would be better spent
on student education," Dick Vohs,
Gov. Terry Branstad's press secretary,
replied angrily. The half page ad costs
$2,050.
But few expect the state funding cuts
to stop any rime soon, if only because
states in the energy and farm regions
don't have more money to give to their
colleges.
Tunes are tough for the states. I
wouldn't call this a decline in state
funding, but a flattening," says Illinois
State's Dr. Edward Hines, who tracks
state funding of colleges.
1 do expect it to last well beyond
five years, however. The economic
future is not particularly bright or .
rosey for some farm states and those
with oil-- or mineral-relate- d industries,"
Hines says. They will experience
problems again next year."
n .
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Thev can't hist raise taxes," he adds.
because more unemplyed people need
state social services, welfare, and other
programs which, in turn, consume
more of what little money there is.
"Many states are battling deficits,
and higher education suffers for it,"
concurs Corina Eckl of the National
Conference of State Legislatures.
Last year, she says, 21 states increased
their college budgets more than ten
percent. This year, only seven states
did. And now some of those seven
states, short of money, are asking
colleges to cut their budgets in the
middle of the year.
These pleas ( college presidents are
making) are last ditch efforts." Eckl
says.
Adds Hines, "mis is affecting lives
all over."
"It's a very difficult spiral to break,
and we're right at the point where it's
most discouraging if not downright
impossible-- to cope," he says.
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